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The National Center for Health Statistics-Centers for D~sease Control and 
Prevenuon (NCHS-CDC) has a key role m nutntton momtormg through conductmg 
national surveys of the nutrmonal and health status of the U.S. population. As part of 
the federal government's Ten-Year Comprehensive Plan for the Nattonal Nutrmon 
Momtormg and Related Research Program, NCHS-CDC also has lead respons~bd~ty to 
develop a core set of standardized nutritional status indicators and appropriate 
mterpretwe criteria for the general populatRon and subgroups of the population The 
assessment and interpretation of height and weight are critical components of th~s core 
nutritional status package The third National Health and Nutrmon Exammauon 
Survey (NHANES III) was specifically designed to include and oversample mfants and 
chddren ages 2 months - 5 years m order to rewse the NCHS Growth Charts. 
A workshop, orgamzed and sponsored by the Dwlslon of Health Examination 
Stat~sttcs of the NCHS, and supported by NCHS nutrmon momtormg resources, was 
held on December 13-14, 1992 m College Park, MD The purpose of this workshop 
was to address ~ssues assocmted w~th revising the current NCHS Growth Charts A 
group of experts, selected for thetr knowledge and experience w~th growth and growth 
charts, was assembled to dehver brief presentations that addressed specific ~ssues and 
quesnons generated by the workshop chairmen A hst of participants ts gwen m 
Appendix A to th~s report Subsequent d~scusslons were oriented toward prowdmg 
expert advice and optmons to the NCHS The discussions at this workshop and the 
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1. fdauax.x 
BMI = body mass index (welghffstature 2, kg/m 2) 
CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
CDC revised charts = unpubhshed versions mainly related to &sjuncaons at 2 to 3 years m the 
NCHS charts 
EC = Echtonal comm0nts 
FELS = The Fels Longitudinal Study 
FNB = Food and Nutnuon Board 
HHANES = Hlspamc Health and Nutnuon Exammauon Survey 
NAS = Nauonal Academy of Sciences 
NCHS = National Center for Health Stausucs, Centers for D~sease Control and Health 
Prevenuon 
NCHS revised charts = the charts that may become avmlable in 1996 and that wdl be partly 
based on NHANES Ill  data 
NCHS charts = Growth charts as pubhshed by Harrull et al (1977, 1979) 
NHANES I, II and IH = The first, second and third Nauonal Health and Nutntmn 
Examination Surveys (1971 - 1974, 1976-1980 and 1988-1994 respectively) 
NHES II and NHES HI - The second and third cycles of the Nauonal Health Examination 
Survey conducted m 1963-1965 and 1966-1970 respecuvely 
NICHD = National Instatute of Child Health and Human Development 
NRC -- National Research Council 
USDA = Umted States Department of Agriculture 
WHO = World Health Orgamzauon 
WlC = Women, Infants and Children Supplemental Feeding Program 
2. ~ummary of Recommendations 
The following recommendaUons were made after considerable discussion of the 
rationale and the feaslbfl~ty of each The recommendauons are m bold type within the text 
These recommendauons were made on the premise that the primary purpose of the revisions 
of the NCHS charts ~s to provide a better mstn~ment for health care professionals who 
evaluate the growth status of children m the Umted States It ~s possible that the revised 
charts will be secondarily adapted by WHO for mtemauonal use Therefore, WHO should be 
kept appraised of NCHS plans and progress Declsmn making about topics for which there 
are d~vergent opinions would be assisted by a clear NCHS statement regarding (1) the rams of 
the revisions and (n) the pnonues for the groups to be served by the charts 
Rccornmendatmns relevant to the rewslon of the NCHS charts 
The secnons where these recommendauons are discussed are g~ven m parentheses 
1 that revised charts be produced by NCHS and that adequate resources be made available to 
perform th~s complex task expedmously. It was recommended also that NHANES III data 
be used to rewse the NCHS charts, perhaps m combmauon w~th data from earher NCHS 
surveys and other sources (Section 3, pp 4-9) 
2. that NCHS acuwues m relauon to the rewsmn of the NCHS charts and a summary of the 
Workshop be pubhshed m a peer-reviewed journal and summarized m a news release 
(Sectmn 3; pp. 4-9) 
3. that work begin now to select, obtain and manage the data sets that are needed and develop 
and test stauStlcal methods and that all other necessary steps be taken to prepare for the 
rewston of the NCHS charts (Secuon 4, pp 9-12) 
4 that ages at exanunatlons be used instead of ages at interviews when rewsmg the NCHS 
charts (Secuon 4, pp 9-12) 
5 that nauonal data for bath weight be used and that data from the Iowa Studies be used 
from bath to 3 months, when there ~s a lack of NCHS data From 3 to 6 months data from 
the Iowa and Fels studies should be used with gradual merging to NCHS data, unless 
NCHS conducts a survey of infant growth wxth timing that would not delay the revision It 
was further recommended that, w~thout delay, NCHS ehcxt the help of NICHD, USDA, 
WIC, The Women's Health Inltaatwe, The Maternal and Child Health Bureau, Nutrition 
Momtorlng, and other government agencies to conduct a nanonal or broadly representative 
survey of infant growth (Section 4, pp 9-12) 
6. that previous analyses of secular trends be extended to include NHANES III data, this 
would assist the selecuon of data sets for the revision of the NCHS charts (Secuon 6, pp. 
13-15) 
7 that charts specific for ethmc/raclal groups not be developed but that tabular data for such 
groups be pubhshed (Secuon 7, pp 15-18) 
8 that a decision be made soon as to whether data from low-btrthwe~ght infants will be 
excluded from all the data bases used m the revision of the growth charts up to 3 years of 
age (Section 8, pp 19-22) 
9 that the prevalence of breast feeding m NHANES III be documented (Section 9, pp 22-24) 
10 that charts or adjustment factors for breast feeding not be developed partly because the 
NHANES III data would be inadequate for this purpose (Secnon 9, pp 22-24) 
11. that charts specific to socioeconomic status not be developed, but, to assist interpretauon of 
the rewsed NCHS charts, the possible influences of socioeconomic factors should be 
analyzed and published for whites, blacks, and Mexican Americans separately using 
NHANES III data (Section 9, pp 22-24) 
12 that procedures similar to those used by CDC (Roche et al ,  1989a) be apphed m the 
rews~on of the NCHS charts to reduce disjunctions between percentdes for infants and 
those for older children (Section 10, pp 24-25) 
13 that the revised charts be kept s~mple, as at present, but that 3rd and 97th percentile levels 
be added, together w~th other outlying percenUles if space allows and the sample sizes 
make this practical (Section 11, pp 25-29) 
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14. that the variables and age ranges be the same as in the NCHS charts except for the 
substatuuon of Body Mass Index (BMI, weight/stature 2) for weight-for-stature from 2 to 18 
years Weight-for-recumbent length should be retained from bath to 3 years (Secuon 11; 
pp. 25-29). 
15. that tables but not charts be developed for the available anthropometnc variables used 
chnlcally and in nutrition momtoring and screening (Section 11, pp 25-29) These include 
s~ttmg height/stature, skmfold thicknesses, waist-hip ratio, ann muscle area and wrist 
breadth 
16. that NHANES HI data not be used to develop sets of values that would adjust for parental 
statures when the statures of chddren are evaluated (Section 11, pp 25-29) 
17 that maturity-specific charts not be developed but prevalence data for maturity status be 
added to the charts Furthermore, factors to adjust stature for matunty status should be 
calculated from NHANES III data and pubhshed but should not be added to the NCHS 
rewsed charts (Secuon 12, pp 29-31) 
18 that mathemaucal/statistical procedures be used to smooth the empmcal percentiles takang 
account of the patterns of growth m mchwdual children These and all other procedures 
apphed m the rewslon should be pubhshed (Section 13, pp 31-32) 
19 that software programs be prepared that wall allow pubhc health departments and others to 
produce cop~es of the NCHS rewsed charts, perhaps through an electromc chstnbution 
system similar to the Wonder system at CDC, and that other user-friendly software be 
developed to allow interactive use of the smoothed data (Section 14, pp 32) 
20. that the revised charts be accompamed by interpretive gmdehnes (Section 15, pp 32-34) 
21. that the next NCHS survey oversample pubescent chddren and include hormonal 
measures (Sectlon 4, p 9) 
3. Development of the NCHS Growth Charts (1977) 
It is 16 years since the formal publication of the NCHS Growth Charts (Harrnll et al ,  
1977, 1979). Dunng that tame, new data and new staustical techniques have become avadable 
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and attenlaon has been dtrected to some aspects of the NCHS Growth Charts that might hrmt 
their accuracy and then" usefulness in the US and abroad. Possible llmltaUons of these charts 
and the ways m which they should be addressed were the focus of the NCHS Growth Chart 
Workshop. While the Workshop considered the hrmtalaons of the NCHS Growth Charts, it 
was stressed that these charts s~gnlficantly improved the assessment of growth m the US and 
abroad and they have been used for longer and more widely than expected by those who 
developed them. 
The development of the NCHS charts began m 1974 and was completed m 1976. The 
Working Group for this task lacked experience m the development of growth charts, but this 
lack was offset by fine statlslacal skills within the group and an enthusiasm to reach the 
objectives. The Working Group and others considered that the Harvard Standards, which 
were in general use at the time, should be replaced because (i) secular changes were hkely 
since the data had been collected, (n) the Harvard data were from two small regionally 
restricted samples, and (In) the percentile levels were calculated with the assumption that the 
data were normally chstnbuted (Stuart and Merechth, 1946) Despite these deficiencies, the 
Harvard Standards had been used for many years and a considerable delay was expected 
before the new NCHS charts would be generally accepted 
There was much to be done The sets of data to be used were selected and decisions 
made about the variables to be included, the age ranges for particular variables and charts, and 
the method of ad.lustang weight for stature Other decisions concerned the selection of 
percentde levels, smoothing procedures and the units (metric or Enghsh) There was an 
emphasis on the documentataon of all procedures which were as objecuve and rephcable as 
possible (Hamdl et al., 1977, 1979) 
The values chsplayed in the tables and charts were called "reference data" rather than 
"standards" because the latter term describes "what should be" and implies the values are 
~deals or goals associated with maximum health and longevity This was not known to be true 
for the values in the charts which describe the chstnbutlons that were observed The term 
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"reference data" refers to "what is," represenung a cross-sectional descnpUon of a population 
The NCHS growth charts provide reference data for size attained at parucular ages and rrught 
appropriately be called "size charts" (Hamill et al, 1977) The term "growth chart" was, 
however, so w~dely accepted that the Working Group &d not attempt to change it 
Work to develop the NCHS Growth Charts began shortly after this was recommended 
by the Committee on Nutrition Advisory to CDC, FNB, NAS-NRC (1974) and by a group 
convened by NICHD (Roche and McKlgney, 1976) These groups recommended that data 
from NCHS surveys and from the Fels Longitudinal Study be used and that one set of charts 
be developed for all ethmc/raclal groups because the known differences m body size between 
these groups were small The Fels data were needed because, at that time, the NCHS data did 
not extend to ages younger than 1 year 
Two groups of charts were produced for each sex The group of charts for birth to 3 
years included percentiles for weight, recumbent length, weight-for-recumbent length and 
head circumference These were derived from Fels Longntudmal Study data A second group 
of charts for the age range 2 to 18 years included percentdes for weight, stature, and weight- 
for-stature These were derived from NCHS survey data (Nauonal Health Exarmnatlon 
Survey cycles II and III [NHES II and HI] and first National Health and Numtlon 
ExarmnaUon Survey [NHANES I]) The sample sizes for these data sets are gwen m 
Appenchx B Within each sex, the samples were about 400 at each of 10 ages from birth 
through 3 years and, for each half-year, the NCHS samples were about 800 from 2 to 6 years 
and about 1000 from 6 to 18 years 
The Fels data, which were serial, were obtained from 1929 to 1974 and the NCHS data 
were obtained from 1963 to 1974 The children m the Fels Study were from a general 
middle-class population m southwestern Ohio and the NCHS data were from multi-stage 
national samples (Roche, 1992) D~scontinumes between the Fels and NCHS data sets were 
noted for the transmon from recumbent length to stature and for the transmon from weight- 
for-recumbent length to weight-for-stature, even after adjusting for the expected systematic 
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differences between these measures (Hamill et al., 1977). Nevertheless, procedures were not 
apphed to make percentile lines from the two data sets congruent 
Seven empmcal percentiles (5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th and 95th) were obtained 
from the Fels data for weight, recumbent length and head circumference at bath, 1, 3, 6, 9 
and 12 months and then at 6-month intervals to 3 years After applying the sample welghlang 
coefficients, corresponding empmcal percentiles were obtained for weight and stature from 
the NCHS data at 6-month intervals from 2 to 18 years The weight-for-recumbent length 
(btrth to 3 years) and weight-for-stature empmcal percentiles (2 to 18 years) were obtained for 
each 2 cm of recumbent length or stature For each variable, the selected empmcal percentiles 
were arranged in order of age or stature categones and smoothed using cubic sphnes The 
number and the locauons of knots (juncuons between successive cubic funcuons) were 
chosen to achieve a balance between maximal smoothing and rmmmal distortion of the 
empuacal data. After repeated reals, two knots were used for the infancy period and three 
knots for the later charts fftamlll et al ,  1977) Some problems may have been caused by 
using the same knots for all percenule lines 
Some revisions to the NCHS growth charts were made by the National Center for 
Chromc D~sease Prevention and Health Promouon, Centers for Disease Control, Dawslon of 
Nutduon (see Secuon 10, pp 24-25) The sample sizes were increased for ages 2 to 6 years by 
incorporating NHANES II stature data and calculating new sample weights for the combined 
data from different surveys (Roche et al ,  1989a) Fels data were used to 12 months and 
merged gradually with NCHS data from 12 to 18 months The data from birth to 4 years were 
smoothed using models derived from the changes observed In Indiwdual chddren m the Fels 
Longitudinal Study 
It was recommended that revised charts be produced by NCHS and that 
adequate resources be made available to perform this complex task 
expeditiously. Revisions of the current NCHS charts are needed because (0 the distributions 
of bmhwelghts are too low, (n) there are dis luncuons between the percentile levels at 2 or 3 
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years for recumbent length-stature, (111) weight is not adjusted for stature after the beginning of 
pubescence, 0v) more outlying percentile levels and/or standard devlauon levels are needed, and 
(v) nauonal data were not used for ages younger than 2 years. Also, there may have been 
secular trends in the US populauon since the data for the 1977 NCHS charts were collected. It 
was stated at the Workshop that NCHS has already designated the revision of the NCHS charts 
as a major objecuve of the childhood component of NHANES III 
It was r e c o m m e n d e d  that NHANES III data be used to revise the NCHS 
charts ,  perhaps  in combinat ion  with data from earl ier NCHS surveys  and 
other sources The work should begin now using data from NHANES III-Phase 1 and 
relate to data management (e g ,  placing the data from various NCHS surveys m a common 
format, making sure that ages at exarmnataons are mcluded, making adjustments for vanauons 
between ages at exammataons and ages for which group estamates are requtred), analyses of 
possible secular trends and ethmc/racml differences, the selection and lmplementataon of 
smoothing procedures, formattang descnptave statastacs into charts, and the development of 
software for analyses and chart formatting Th~s work would not lead to the development of 
charts based on NHANES III-Phase 1 data that would be replaced a few years later when 
NHANES III-Phase 2 data become avadable because it would be confusing ff several 
versions of the NCHS charts were clrculaung at the same tame. Th~s work would, however, 
allow the rap~d development of rewsed charts uuhzmg all the NHANES III data soon after the 
Phase II data are available. Other NCHS data sets may be included after the development of 
new sample weights 
It was  r e c o m m e n d e d  that NCHS activit ies in relation to the revision of  
the NCHS charts  and a s u m m a r y  of  the Workshop  be publ ished in a peer- 
reviewed journal  and summarized in a news release. The pubhcauon could be m 
The American Journal of Chnlcal Nutrition or The American Journal of Pubhc Health. Brief 
announcements should be made m other journals because there are different constltuenc~es 
This amcle should include a strong statement of the reasons why the rews~ons will be delayed 
until all NHANES HI data are avmlable and it should descnbe NCHS plans for the analysis of 
anthropometric data that wall not be included m the growth charts Some of these analyses 
should relate to secular changes and to ethmc/racial differences m growth during infancy and 
pubescence. 
4. Data bases available in 1993: the need for data from bir th  to 3 months  
The NCHS sample sizes now available are given m Appenchx C for all ethnic/racial 
groups combined, Black males (the numbers for females are similar) and Mexican Arnencans 
In NCHS surveys previous to HHANES, Hlspamc Americans were included wath whites. 
Th~s should be taken into account m analyses of possible secular trends The sample sizes for 
NHANES HI gwen m Appen&x C are for Phase I, they will be about twace as large when 
Phase 2 data colleclaon ~s complete. The data from NHANES III-Phase 1 are scheduled to be 
ready for analysis at the end of 1993 The data from Phase 2 may be ready for analysis m the 
summer of 1996 With this tametable, the NCHS charts could be rewsed by the end of 1996 
The total NHANES III data set wathm gender, wath all ethmc/rac~al groups combined, 
for 6-month age groupings, wall be about 600 from 6 months to 1 year, 300 from 2 through 5 
years, 150 from 6 through 11 years and 100 from 12 through 18 years There wall be sample 
weights for NHANES HI-Phase 1, and for Phase 2, and for both phases combmed 
Cons iderat ion  of  these sample sizes led those at the Workshop  to r e c o m m e n d  
that  the next NCHS survey oversample pubescent chi ldren and inc lude 
h o r m o n a l  measures .  
It was  r e c o m m e n d e d  that work begin now to select, obtain and m a n a g e  
the data sets that are needed and develop and test statistical methods  and that 
all other  necessary steps be taken to prepare  for the revision of the NCItS 
charts. Early mmauon of these steps will allow completion of the task soon after the 
NHANES Ill-Phase 2 data become available Durmg this prehn~nary phase, some topics 
hsted in Sectaon 15 (Gmdelmes for use and interpretation of the rewsed NCHS charts; 
pp. 32-34) should be investigated. 
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It w a s  r e c o m m e n d e d  that  ages  at e x a m i n a t i o n s  be used  ins tead  o f  ages  at 
in terv iews  w h e n  revis ing  the N C H S  charts .  This is important dunng  infancy since 
pairs of  ages at interviews and at examinations typically chffer by 3 to 4 weeks 
The age ranges during which variables of interest were measured m NCHS surveys and 
m the Fels Study are given m Appen&x D NHANES III is descnbed as beginning at 2 
months but the only data recorded at 2 months are from home interviews, measurements m 
NHANES III began at 3 months with some over-samphng from 3 to 5 months Therefore, 
data from sources other than NCHS are needed from birth to 1 year to provide data from bath 
to 3 months and allow gradual merging with NHANES III data from 3 to 12 months There 
are numerous other data sets from US infants (Appendix P), but only a few should be selected 
for use m the revision The use of many data sets would lead to problems of lnterpretauon 
Gwen the lirmtataons of the existing data, and the fact that growth charts are used more 
commonly during infancy than at any other time, conslderanon was given to recommending a 
survey to meet the need for nauonal growth data from infants. Cross-sect~onal data could be 
obtained from a national representatwe sample or a group of large hospitals that serve mixed 
populations (region, ethmclty/race, soclo-economlc status) One hospital m Houston has 
17,000 baths a year with a good ethmc/race mix and a hospital m Los Angeles is as large It 
would be necessary to send teams to the hospitals with standardized eqmpment and after 
centralized training Clustenng of hospitals could lead to more efficient use of teams A 
criterion for inclusion of  a hospital could be the presence on the staff of a person actwe m 
infant growth research who would be the local Principal Investigator 
It is difficult to design an adequate sampling frame One posslbdaty is to link the study to 
the Hospital Discharge Survey for which there is a samphng frame and the hospitals are already 
enrolled The survey could not be based on birth cernficates because ~t takes too long to achieve 
access to these Teams m hospitals would know of baths at about the ume they occur 
There is a need for about 400 infants at each age (200 of each gender) and they should 
be measured at birth, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 months cross-sectionally (2,800 sets of 
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measurements) The older infants would be measured m the homes xf the neighborhoods are 
safe This large study, that would run s~multaneously m multiple hospitals, rmght be 
conducted .lomtly by NCHS and NICHD and, ff kept to a rrunlmal level, it m~ght be supported 
by CDC It would take at least 8 months to organxze the funchng and there would be a delay 
of at least 2 years before the commencement of data collecuon Data collecuon would reqmre 
18 months Therefore thxs approach rmght delay the revision of the growth charts The delay 
could be reduced if a Federal Agency made the study a pnonty This would be more hkely xf 
there were letters of support from WHO, national orgamzaUons and mdwxduals Developing 
these materials would reqmre the dedicated time of one person for 6 months or more 
An alternatwe ~s to use the combined Iowa and Fels data for white infants Th~s ~s not 
xdeal since the Iowa and Fels studies included samples of convemence The nature of the data 
base from bu'th to 3 months ~s hkely to recewe more cnucal attentxon mtemauonally than m the 
US W~th th~s approach, bxrthwe~ghts would be obtained for the Iowa subjects and the Iowa 
and Fels data would be adjusted for the natxonal distnbuuon of btrth weights It was stated 
that th~s adjustment xs not a major statlst~cal problem, but the procedure should be tested 
empwtcally Th~s combined Iowa-Fels data set, as reported by Guo et al (1991) and Fomon 
(1993), Is entarely from Iowa from bxrth to 3 months, from Iowa and Fels combined from 3 to 
6 months and entirely from Fels for 6 to 12 months Both sets could be used to 6 months 
The raw data and summary statastics for status values are available It was recommended 
that national  data for birth weight be used and that data from the Iowa Studies 
be used from birth 
to 12 months  data 
merg ing  to NCHS data, 
with t iming  that  would 
to 3 months ,  when there is a lack of  NCHS data. From 3 
from the Iowa and Fels studies should be used with gradual  
unless  NCHS conducts  a survey of  infant  growth 
not delay the revision. 
It ~s not feasible to make rapxd changes m the NHANES III protocol to allow the 
measurement of young mfants m the homes Such changes would revolve alterations m 
staffing and budgets that would require a long delay before they could be ~mplemented It 
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was recommended that, without delay, NCHS elicit the help of NICHD, 
USDA, WIC, The Women's Health Initiative, The Maternal and Child Health 
Bureau, Nutrition Monitoring and other government agencies to conduct a 
national or broadly representative survey of infant growth. 
If secular trends are absent or shght, much would be gamed from increasing the sample 
sizes by combining NHANES III data w~th data from other NCHS surveys This 
combmataon would reqmre a new set of sample weights because the samphng strategy 
differed among surveys, but there has not been any change m measurement techmques for the 
variables being considered The combination of data from various surveys would not be 
difficult but new sample weights would be needed It may be desirable to constrain these 
sample weights to the 10th-90th percentale range for each age-and gender-group When 
relatavely few are measured m an age-gender group, the mchwduals can be assigned very large 
sample weights that can have large effects on the data If the mchwduals are unusual in size 
The possible combination of NHANES III data, and other NCHS data, with data from 
broadly representative groups in other countries, particularly Holland, England and Hungary, 
was discussed It was agreed that, as far as possible, the rewsed charts should be based on 
NCHS data. The amalgamataon of the revased NCHS charts with data sets from other 
countries may be pursued by WHO because of pohtacal considerataons and concerns that body 
weights are too high in the US. The selection of data sets from other countries should be 
based on sampling, data quahty and ewdence that growth was not constrained by 
envn'onmental conchnons 
5. Sample  size eonsideratiops 
The necessary sample size depends on the variable, age, the percentile level to be 
estamated, and whether the chstnbutaon is normal or can be normahzed In a recent stansttcal 
analysis, data from NHANES I were used to address some questions about sample size Sets 
of data of different sizes (10, 50, etc ) were chosen at random and, after the 5th and 95th 
percentiles for BMI were obtained from each set, ~t was returned to the pool and another 
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random set selected. This procedure was repeated 3,000 tames and the mean and s.d 
obtmned for the repeated estamates of each selected percentale (Guo, unpubhshed data) 
Appendtx E shows the findings for whxte boys aged 9 years. The confidence intervals are 
much narrower for the 5th than for the 95th percentde. For the 5th percentale, there ~s little 
decrease in the confidence hrmts as the set s~ze increases above 150 but for the 95th percentile 
there ~s a marked decrease m the confidence limits untal the set size ~s 200 Corresponchng 
analyses should be made, usmg NHANES HI-Phase 1 data, for one gender at about 4 ages 
for the 3rd, 5th, 95th, and 97th percentiles These analyses might support the use of data 
from multiple NCHS surveys 
There will be about 100 of each gender for each month from 3 to 12 months in the total 
NHANES I11 survey This ~s not enough to estamate the 3rd and 97th percentiles unless the 
data are normahzed and/or grouped for a few months of age There will be even smaller 
samples at older ages (see Secuon 4 and Appendix B). The hmltat~ons of sample size can be 
overcome to some extent ff the NCHS data were adjusted to fixed central ages wathm intervals 
of 2 to 4 months Empmcal tests would show how w~de the intervals can be The intervals 
should be moved forward by one month of age at a tame to obtain a series of monthly estamates 
that will be partly smoothed Th~s procedure was used m the CDC rews~ons of the charts 
6. Poss ib le  secular  trends  in the US 
Secular trends are alterataons m a populauon with the passage of tame In the context of 
child growth, secular trends relate to chfferences m sine when data from past decades are 
compared w~th more recent data Secular trends m growth indicate enwronmental changes ff 
the populauon ts unaffected by rmgranon or selectave mortahty. 
The chmcal importance of an observed secular trend m relataon to the rewslon of the 
NCHS growth charts can be deterrruned from the differences m classlficauon, e g ,  below the 
5th percentile, when the 1977 NCHS charts and NHANES III-Phase 1 tabular data are used 
to evaluate NHANES IH-Phase 1 subjects The prevalence of such differences should be 
obtained at all ages for each variable To detemune whether the observed secular trends 
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justify rews~ons to the NCHS growth charts for research sltuatlons, It is necessary to show 
that the means and percentile levels m the NCHS data (1977) differ from those in NHANES 
Il l -Phase 1 by amounts that exceed the measurement errors Th~s decision should not be 
based on the statlstacal slgmficance of differences between means or percentile levels because 
tnwal differences may be statastlcally significant due to the large sample sizes 
Data from NCHS surveys indicate that there has not been a secular trend from NHES to 
NHANES II for whites or blacks m stature or weight except for a slight increase m weight for 
gtrls that was more marked for blacks than whites These findmgs are tentative because there 
are few blacks m these surveys and the findings are not m agreement with the report of 
Gortmacher et al (1987) The near absence of secular trends for most major ethnic groups m 
the US from NHES through NHANES II supports the possibdity of combining these data 
w~th those from NHANES III to revise the NCHS charts but a firm recommendataon is not 
possible unul the NHANES III data have been analyzed The larger representation of blacks 
and Mexican Americans m NHANES III than in earher NCHS surveys is not a problem 
because the sample weights provide total national estamates 
There have, however, been large positive secular trends from 1977 to 1990 in the 
growth of low socioeconomic children aged 14 to 15 years in Lomsmna and Michigan (Ylp et 
a l ,  m press) Also Mahna et al (1987b) have reported posmve secular trends from 1928 to 
1983 in Mexican-Americans hvmg in South Texas The trends were marked for stature from 
6 to 14 years, particularly in boys, and they were large for weight and BMI in each gender 
(Appendix F) There are similar findings for Mexican-American girls in Southern California 
but the findings may not be generalizable to all Mexican Americans These secular trends in 
Mexican Americans may reflect environmental changes as indicated by unpubhshed data from 
the San Antonio Heart Study of large differences (4-5 cm) between the mean statures of 
young Mexican-American adults who are well-off and those living in Barrios (Mahna and 
Stern, unpublished data), these groups differ, however, not only in socioeconomic status but 
in the propomons of Indian admixture In women, m the San Antonio Heart Study, weight 
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tended to be lower for well-off groups than for those hvmg m Bamos, but a corresponding 
trend was not evident for the men. 
Secular trends m NCHS data could be stuched w~thm about 50 age-, sex- and 
ethmc/raclal-groups, the age groupings are for several years and may chffer among surveys. 
Caution will be necessary to ensure that corresponchng ethmc/rac~al groups are compared 
Adchtionally, the population of Mexican Americans to which the sample weights relate 
changed from the Southwest states for HHANES to all Mexican Americans m NHANES HI 
It was recommended that previous analyses of secular trends be extended to 
include NHANES III data; this would assist the selection of data sets for the 
revision of the NCHS charts. 
7. Possible ethnic/racial differences in the US 
Whether growth charts specific for ethmc/raclal groups are juslafied relates to the size of 
the chfferences associated with ethmclty/race and the probable reasons for these differences If 
the differences were genetically deterrmned, ethmc/racml-speclfiC charts rrught be jusufied If the 
differences are envtronmental m ongm (soc~oeconormc, health care, nutrition), the envtronment 
should be improved and charts specific for ethnlclty or race may obscure th~s need 
The &scuss~on of ethmc/racml differences was restricted to whites, blacks and Mexican 
Arnencans because the sample sizes for other ethmc groups m NHANES III wdl be small 
The data base for the NCHS charts was mamly for whites unhke the NHANES HI data base 
Charts constructed from the total NHANES HI data set would not vary from the NCHS charts 
due to differences m ethmc/rac~al representation because, m each survey, the sample weights 
provide nauonal estimates 
If data become avaalable from a specml NCHS infant growth survey (see Seclaon 4, 
pp 9-12), analyses should be made to assist decisions about the need for mfant growth charts 
that are specific for ethmc/racml groups The &stnbuuons of bLrthwe~ghts are lower for 
blacks than for whites w~th a difference of about 150 g at the me&an level Some consider 
these &fferences are geneuc because httle of the variance is explained by the usual 
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envn'onmental variables (maternal age, gestatlonal age, prepregnancy weight, weight gam 
dunng pregnancy, use of tobacco and alcohol, Wdcox and Russell, 1986) Others consider 
the differences are mainly due to variations m prenatal care and other environmental factors 
(Klemman and Kessel, 1987) This ethmc/raclal difference m bathweight is greater than the 
male-female &fference which is about 100 g at the median level 
There are &fferences m growth status and growth patterns between white and black 
infants that may be partly due to hormonal &fferences, but little of the difference is due to 
gestataonal age at bath or to s~ttang height/recumbent length differences Despite lower 
bathwe~ghts among blacks, there is catch-up growth during mfancy. Some have reported that 
the period dunng which th~s catch-up occurs extends from bath to 2 months and others report 
that ~t extends to 9 months (Wmgerd et al ,  1971, Y~p et al ,  m press) Differences m the 
durataon of catch-up may be related to soc~oeconorruc status Even ff ~t were desirable to 
develop charts for the penod from birth to 12 months that are specific for ethnic/racml groups, 
there ~s a lack of statable data. 
In NHANES I data, there are only small differences m stature between white and 
blacks boys but blacks gtrls tend to be taller from 3 to 12 years. Th~s may be assocmted w~th 
more rap~d maturation There are no chfferences m weight between whites and blacks, except 
durmg pubescence when weights for whites tend to be larger for boys but smaller for girls. 
Medmn BMI values for boys at all ages and for gtrls from 6 to 10 years tend to be 
larger for whites than for blacks, there ~s a reverse &fference for girls at 15 to 17 years. There 
are no chfferences m BMI at the 10th percenule level between whites and blacks. The 90th 
BMI percentde is higher for white boys than for black boys after 6 years (NHANES I and II 
but not NHES) but there is a large reverse difference for g~rls after 9 years (Cronk and Roche, 
1982, Fnsancho, 1990) Ethmc/racml chfferences m BMI, w~th lower values m blacks than 
whites and shghtly greater values in Mexican-Americans would be expected due to ethmc 
vanataons m sitting height/stature that appear to be, m part, genetacally determined (Mahna et 
al., 1987a; Martorell et al ,  1988) The differences between whites and blacks m sitnng 
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height/recumbent length are small at one year but they are evident by 2 years (Kautz and 
Harrison, 1981; Martorell et al ,  1988). 
Data from Mexican Americans m HHANES were compared w~th data from whites in 
NHANES II Mechans for stature in Mexican-American boys are low from 4 to 10 years and 
from 14 to 18 years, but there are no differences at the 10th and 90th percentile levels except 
that these percentales are low m Mexican/Americans at 14 to 18 years (Martorell et al, 1989; 
Roche et al, 1990) Stature is slmdar in Mexican Amencan and white girls except at 12 to 18 
years when the mechans for Mexican Americans decrease with age unul they are at about the 
25th percentiles for whites The deficit ~s similar to that noted earher between upper and 
lower soc~oeconormc groups of young Mexlcan-Amencan adults. There are no consistent 
chfferences between Mexlcan-Amencans and whites in weight or BMI percentiles except that 
the 90th percentile levels for BMI are consistently hxgher In Mexican-American boys and girls 
than m whites. 
These observations for Mexican-American children and young adults are not easily 
explained by their slightly more rap~d rates of maturation compared to whites (Faulhaber, E S,  
1981, Faulhaber, J ,  1981; Roche et al,  1990) Either those measured in pubescence had 
constrained growth due to socioeconomic influences at young ages, and the resulting 
deficlencles persisted into pubescence, or growth dunng pubescence in Mexican Amencans is 
limited for genetic reasons. The genetic explanauon is supported by reports of slrmlar growth 
patterns In Mexican Americans, Mexicans and Guatemalans (Martorell et al,  1989) If these 
findings were replicated m NHANES III, it would be concluded that the deficits develop dunng 
pubescence and that they are likely to be genetacally deterrmned or that slrmlar envaronmental 
cond~taons persisted from the HHANES survey to the NHANES III survey If the NHANES 
III data do not conf'Lrm previous findings, It must be concluded that the shortness noted dunng 
pubescence for Mexacan Americans m HHANES was due to retarding environmental Influences 
m the early 1970s and that catch-up growth chd not occur 
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Any differences m growth among ethmc groups m the NHANES HI data set could be 
due to genetic influences, socioeconomic effects or recent m~grauon In prewous analyses of 
NCHS survey data, the demonstrated socioeconomic effects on growth have been small 
(Martorell et al ,  1989, Jones et al, 1985, Ryan et al, 1990) Recent mlgrauon would have 
larger effects on the data for whites because of the migration of Asians, who are included with 
whites m most NCHS descriptions, and on the data for Mexican Amencans because of 
mlgrauon from Mexico, than on the data for blacks There ~s a high prevalence of children 
w~th short stature among Asmn Americans aged 2 to 5 years m the Nutnuon Surveillance 
Program data set but this prevalence decreased from 1980 to 1989 re&caring the importance of 
socloeconormc influences (Ylp et al, 1992, m press) 
It may be difficult to apply charts specific for ethmc/racml groups In NCHS surveys, 
ethmclty/race is by self-report for adults and older children and by maternal report for younger 
chddren Slrrular operating rules should be apphed when using charts that are specific for 
ethmc~ty/race but the appropriate categorization ~s not always easy, e g,  mother not present, 
ethmcally rmxed marriages If there were separate NCHS rewsed charts for Mexican 
Americans, it would be necessary to estabhsh whether they were apphcable to Cuban 
Americans and Puerto-Rlcan Americans Analyses of HHANES data m&cate that these 
groups differ httle m growth but the sample s~zes for Cuban Americans and Puerto-Rlcan 
Americans were small 
The chmcal need for charts specific for ethnlc/racml groups should be determined by 
analyses of the prevalence of differences m classifications, especmlly of values < 5th 
percentde and of values > 95th percentde when black and Mexican-American children are 
assessed using (0 the total NHANES III data set and (n) reference data specific to ethmc/racml 
groups from NHANES III Th~s may be difficult because the sample sizes for ethmc groups 
m NHANES III may be too small to prowde accurate estimates of the 5th and 95th 
percentiles It was recommended that charts specific for ethnic/racial groups 
not be developed but tabular data for such groups be published. 
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8. possible  exclusion of low-b~rthweieht infants 
Low-blnhwelght  mfams (4 6% with bwthwelghts < 2500 g) were included m the Fels 
data set that was used to construct the NCHS charts for birth to 3 years Since low- 
bLrthwelght infants differ m growth status dunng the first 2 to 3 years of hfe from those with 
bu'thwelghts > :2500 g, consideration was given to the exclusion of low-blrthwelght infants 
from the data base that will be used to revise the charts for the penod from birth to 3 years 
There was considerable discussion of th~s topic but there was a lack of general agreement It 
is recommended that a decision be made soon as to whether data from low 
birthweight infants wall be excluded from all data bases used in the revision 
of the growth charts up to 3 years of age. Their exclusion from the NHANES I and 
NHANES II data bases is not possible Issues relating to the availability of data are involved 
since low-blrthwelght infants were not mcluded m the Iowa Study Low blrthwetght infants 
could be included in the multi-center survey of infant growth that is proposed 
Those at the Workshop who work m lesser developed countries would prefer the 
Inclusion of data from all infants when the charts are rewsed It is commonly chfficult to 
obtain blrthwelghts during surveys of mfants, particularly In lesser developed countries This 
view should be judged with reference to the primary purpose of the planned revisions, namely 
to prowde a better evaluanve instrument for US health care professionals Some consider the 
inclusion of all infants lrrespectwe of blrthwe~ght has ep~demlolog~cal appeal since a "total 
population" would be described but the NCHS surveys are not of total populatxons Rather 
they are surveys of nationally representative populations that meet certain criteria (a place of 
residence, not mstltUtaonahzed, not residing on rruhtary reservataons, able to come to trailers 
for exarmnauons) By excluding low-bwthwelght infants, another cntenon would be added to 
the populauon for which the data are nationally representatwe 
Alt~rnatwe A That data from all infants, Irrespective of blrthwelght, be included m the 
data set for the rewslon of the NCHS charts One advantage is that the revised charts for ages 
btrth to 3 years would be based on a population defined s~mllarly to that used for the NCHS 
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charts but there wall be other major differences between the 1977 and "revision" populalaons 
smce the latter wall mainly be from nauonal samples Whether or not data from low- 
btrthweight infants are included, it will not be possible to evaluate secular trends by 
companng the NCHS charts and the revised NCHS charts for the period from birth to 3 
years. If Altemauve A were adopted, some infants ldenufied as small would be normal m size 
for thetr bmhwelghts because growth dunng infancy is affected by bmh weight 
Altemanve B That data from low-blrthweight infants be excluded from the data set for 
the revision of the NCHS charts These exclusions would be based on blrthwelght only 
(<2500 g) and not on gestauonal age because of uncertainties about the accuracy of recorded 
gestauonal ages Differences in s~ze associated wath low btrthwe~ght persist to 5 years m the 
Pedmtnc NutrlUon Surveillance System data (Blnkln et al ,  1988) These data are from a low 
socloeconorruc population, catch-up may occur earlier for other groups (Brandt, 1978) If 
catch-up growth is incomplete at 3 years, there would be a larger d~sjuncuon between the data 
for btrth to 3 years and those for 2 to 18 years wath Altematwe B than with Alternative A, but 
this could be overcome by gradual merging of the data sets 
In the US, clinicians use special charts for low-bmhwelght infants to 12 months An 
example of a chart for preterm infants is included as Appendix G Therefore, the exclusion of 
low-btrthwelght Infants up to 1 year was suggested, but received little support at the 
Workshop There are several sets of charts m current use to evaluate low-bmhwelght infants 
and others are being developed from the Casey data for two groups of such infants 
(bmhwe~ghts < 1500 g and bmhwelghts 1500-2500 g, Guo, personal commumcat~on) The 
Casey growth charts for low-btrth weight preterm infants extend to 3 years (Casey et al., 
1990, 1991) 
If Altematwe B were adopted, epldermologasts and research workers, like chmcians, 
would use the revised NCHS charts to evaluate infants of normal b~rthwelght and special 
charts or tabular data for low-bn'thwe~ght infants If the specml charts extend to only 1 year, 
each low-bmhwelght infant would be plotted on two charts (specml chart for birth to 1 year, 
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revised NCHS charts for 1 to 3 years) Attention should be given to the.luncuon at 1 year or 
2 to 3 years between specml charts and the rewsed NCHS charts, perhaps by using merging 
procedures or by supplying interpretive data m the Gmdehnes (Secuon 15; pp 32-34) 
The exclusion of low-b~rthwelght infants would elevate the lower percentile levels 
particularly near birth and thereby increase the apparent prevalence of small infants ~f the 
specml charts were not used but would not alter the prevalence of low b~rthwe~ghts (< 2500 g). 
Such charts would be more sensmve for the ~dentificatton of infants with normal btrthwelghts 
who are growing slowly than those developed m accordance with Altematave A If Alternative 
B were adopted, the interpretive gu~dehnes w~th the revased NCHS charts should emphasize 
the population to which the charts apply and recommend the use of special growth charts for 
low-btrthwe~ght infants from b~rth to 3 years It would be desirable to recommend more than 
one specml chart and gave reasons for the selecuon of these charts. The Casey data are recent, 
from a large sample of various ethmc groups m muluple centers, there was good quahty control 
after b~rth, and few other sets extend to 3 years Data from the proposed multi-center infant 
growth survey could be preferred because they would be cross-secuonal but they would not 
extend to three years 
If Alternative B were adopted, this would tend to change the growth charts from 
representations of reference data towards representations of normauve data ("standards") 
The bas~s for excluston of low-b~rthwelght infants is that they grow differently Exclusions 
are possible for other groups of children that grow dafferently, e g ,  overweight, those w~th 
gross abnormahties or chrome &seases, children of short parents, and rapidly matunng 
children. The exclusion of any groups other than low-b~rthwelght infants was not supported. 
Adoption of Alternauve B would exclude more blacks than whites from the NCHS data base 
for the age range 3 months to 3 years but th~s should not cause problems On the assumptaon 
that low-b~rthwe~ght infants would be included m NCHS reports for many other variables, 
separate sets of sample weights would be reqmred for survey data w~th and w~thout low 
bL,'thwe~ght infants for the period from b~rth to 3 years 
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To Implement Alternative B, NCHS would need to obtain the necessary agency 
approval and funding, and then acqmre btrth cernficates for all NHANES HI infants up to the 
age of 3 years as quickly as possible so that data from low-buahwelght infants can be 
excluded If NCHS conducts a special infant growth survey m which blrthwelght is 
recorded, growth data would be provided to 1 year (see Section 3, pp 4-9) The Iowa data, 
that could be used to bridge the gap from birth to 3 months, are from infants with bu'thwelghts 
> 2500 g, then" blrthweights can be obtained The Fels data base can be constructed for all 
infants or for those with blrthwelghts > 2500 g Both the Iowa and Fels data can be adjusted 
to the national chstnbunon of bn.thweights with or without truncataon of the national 
dlstnbuuon to values > 2500 g. 
Alternative C That data from infants with birthweights < 2000 g be excluded, but 
those with birthwelghts of 2001 to 2500 g be included, when the NCHS charts from bn.th to 3 
years are revised This would be justified if growth does not differ between those with 
birthweights 2001 to 2500 g and those with bmhweights > 2500 g This could not be 
determined from NHANES III data Taking 1-year-old boys as an example, the expected 
sample m NHANES III (323 for Phases I and II combined) is likely to include only 9 boys 
with birthweights 2001-2500 g (Casey et al, 1990) There was little support for the choice of 
a cut-off at 2000 g mainly because this cut-off is not in common clinical use 
9. Breast- feeding and socioeconomic status 
Breast-feeding It was noted that a WHO Committee (Cutberto Garza, Comell 
Umversity, Chan.) is considering whether separate growth charts should be developed for 
breast-fed infants It was recommended that the prevalence of breast feeding in 
NHANES III be documented but it is not possible to use NCHS data to construct charts 
for breast-fed infants This could, however, be a secondary aim of a national infant growth 
survey 
Dewey et al (1992), from a well-controlled study, reported slower rates of growth in 
infants who were exclusively breast-fed to 4 months than those indicated m the NCHS charts 
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which were mainly from formula-fed mfants Some of these differences may be due to the 
smoothing of NCHS data Th~s Dewey study has recewed considerable attention but the 
hterature contains conflicting reports of (1) an absence of differences m growth between 
breast-fed and formula-fed infants, (n) that breast-fed infants tend to be larger than formula- 
fed infants, and (m) that the differences m growth between breast-fed and formula-fed infants 
are age-dependent (references m Roche et al,  1989b) The finchngs from such studies are 
difficult to interpret because assignment ~s non-random and there are vanauons among stu&es 
m the criteria for classxficatlon as breast-fed It was recommended that charts or 
adjustment factors for breast-feeding should not be developed partly because 
the NHANES III  data would be madequate for this purpose. 
Any differences m growth between breast-fed and formula-fed infants are more hkely 
at 6 to 12 months than at other ages and the prevalence of breast-fed infants ~s only about 12% 
after 6 months, almost all these infants recewe sohd foods after 6 months Therefore, the 
potentml usefulness of such charts would be restricted to a relatwely small group of infants 
The use of such charts would be comphcated when infants change feeding categories and the 
seleclaon of charts should change It is not known how many infants would be classffxed 
differently m regard to growth status by using revised charts derived from both breast-fed and 
formula-fed infants m contrast to using feeding-specific charts 
Socioeconomic influences Some prewous analyses of NCHS survey data have 
shown that vanauons m socioeconomic status are assocmted w~th only small chfferences m 
growth (Martorell et al ,  1989, Ryan et al,  1990) which may reflect the inadequacy of most 
md~ces of soc~oeconorruc status Others have reported assocmuons between a poverty index 
and short stature from 2 to 5 years m data from the Pexhatnc Nutnuon Survedlance System 
(Ylp et a l ,  in press) It is r ecommended  that  charts  specific to socioeconomic 
status not be developed but, to assist interpretation of the revised NCHS 
charts, the possible influences of socioeconomic factors should be analyzed 
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and published for whites, blacks and Mexican Americans separately using 
NHANES III data. 
10. Junction between infancy and childhood (2 to 3 vearsL 
Harmll et al (1977) recogmzed some systemaUc d~fferences between Fels data and 
NCHS data at about 2 to 3 years The dlsmbuuons of Fels data were more restricted for 
weight and weight-for-length and the differences between recumbent length data from Fels 
and stature data from NCHS were larger than expected They noted, "The judgment of the 
NCHS task force was to adhere strictly to a pohcy of no data adjustments " 
There is an overestamauon of recumbent length from bmh to 36 months and a 
corresponchng underest~mauon of weight-for-recumbent length m the 1977 NCHS charts 
These errors are due to less than ~deal smoothing procedures and the way m which recumbent 
length was measured at the Fels Research Insutute In recent NCHS surveys, the medmn 
difference between recumbent length and stature at 2 to 3 years ~s about 0 5 cm but the 
corresponding mechan difference was about 1 5 cm m the Fels data available m 1977 (Harmll 
et al ,  1977; Roche and Davfla, 1974) The dlsjunctmns at 2 to 3 years between percenule 
hnes on the infant charts and on the charts for older chddren cause large changes with age m 
the prevalence of low percenule levels, especmlly when the charts are used m surveys of 
lesser developed countries (Dlbley et al., 1987a, b). 
A group, led by sclent~sts m the Dwismn of Nutrluon of the Nauonal Center for 
Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promouon at CDC smoothed th~s dis.luncuon by 0) 
anchonng the data to the national d~stfibuuon of b~rthwe~ghts, 01) nonnahzmg the 
dlstnbutaons after assurmng the upper and lower halves of the d~stnbutlons matched halves of 
normal dlstnbuuons, (in) including data from NHANES II at ages after 12 months, 0v) using 
~mproved smoothing procedures, (v) matching the fitted curves to the growth patterns of 
mdw~dual infants, and (w) smoothing the transition between the infant and childhood 
percentale hnes by gradually altenng the welghung assigned to each (Roche et al ,  1989a) 
These rewsed CDC charts increase the recorded prevalence of short infants to 6 months 
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compared with the NCHS charts because the 5th and 10th percentiles are higher. When th~s 
revision was apphed to data from some lesser developed countries, the prevalence of chddren 
below particular cut-off levels changed with age m a regular acceptable fashion These 
revised charts will be pubhshed by CDC m an electromc format only, together with software 
to support them, because they could be useful in some chmcal and research s~tuataons These 
charts are not intended for use m the US but it may be chfficult to prevent their use 
It was r ecommended  that  procedures  similar  to those used by CDC be 
appl ied in the revision of the NCHS char ts  to reduce dis junct ions between 
percenti les for infants and those for older  chi ldren.  
11. Possible content  and format  of revised NCHS char ts  
Photocopies of two examples of the original (1976) NCHS growth charts and examples 
of the NCHS charts m current use, as formatted by Ross Laboratories and by Mead Johnson 
Canada, are included as Appenchces H and I respectavely. All formats present the same 
reference data. The major differences are (1) the NCHS format uses a folded double-smed 
sheet but the Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson Canada formats requtre only one regular- 
s~ze sheet (8 1/2 x 11 "), (n) the percentde hnes are closer together m the Ross Laboratories 
and Mead Johnson Canada formats which makes plotting chfficult especmlly between birth 
and 3 months, and (m) some instructions and mterpretave gmdehnes were included m the 
NCHS format but not m the other formats There ~s space to record numerical data w~th each 
format. Th~s space allows for recording gestataonal age and parental statures m the Ross 
Laboratories format but not m the NCHS or Mead Johnson formats This space allows for 16 
visits m the NCHS format and 10 ws~ts m the Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson Canada 
formats The Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson Canada formats are cheaper to plant and 
easier to file but the NCHS format provides more space to add outlying percentde hnes and 
s d levels 
The planned rewslons may result m charts that remam unchanged for 20 years, 
therefore major changes should be made if they are justified On the other hand, ff any 
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changes are made that are later shown to be poorly justified, ~t will be chfficult to correct them. 
The posmble separataon of the 2 to 18 year charts into two age ranges (2 to 9 years; 9 to 18 
years) was discussed but there was httle support for this change The inclusion of 1 st and 3rd 
percenules and/or standard dewauon levels (Z scores) would make the charts more useful to 
pediatric endocrmolog~sts and to epldermolog~sts working m lesser developed countries 
Despite then" possible inaccuracy, extreme standard deviation levels, e g ,  -4.0 s d., are 
important because most children w~th statures or head circumferences beyond -4 0 s.d. have 
pathological conchuons. The mterpretataon of standard dewataon levels requn.es that the 
chstnbunons be normal which is unhkely for the raw data with the exception of stature and 
head circumference. Skewness m weight, and presumably m variables derived from it 
(weight-for-recumbent length, weight/stature2), is less marked up to 4 years than at older 
ages As part of the rewslon process, the data may be normahzed Normahzmg methods are 
complex but the users need not be aware of the mathematacal/statistical details (Chlnn, 1992, 
Cole and Green, 1992). 
It was recommended that the revised charts  be kept simple, as at 
present, but that 3rd and 97th percentiles he added together with other 
outlying percentiles, if space allows. The 3rd and 97th percentiles are m common use 
internationally where the 3rd percentile is a common cut-off for malnutrition The 5th, 10th, 
25th, 75th, 90th and 95th percenlales should be retmned because some chmcal judgments are 
based on whether senal data for a child cross two percentile hnes The addition of the 3rd and 
97th percentales is recommended although some pairs of adjacent hnes (3rd and 5th, 95th and 
97th) will be close especmlly in infancy The difference between these paired percentiles is 
only about 0 2 s d. but the 3rd and 97th are more sensiuve than the 5th and 95th respecuvely 
The addltaon of these percentales may lead to spacing problems on the charts Further 
discussion is needed about which extreme levels are the most useful - perhaps lower extremes 
only for recumbent length, stature and weight 
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The overlapping age ranges of the 1977 NCHS charts (bLrth to 3 years, 2 to 18 years) 
could be ehrmnated by commencing the chart for older children at 3 years instead of 2 years 
This would force users to measure recumbent length to 3 years which is desirable because few 
children younger than 3 years can adopt the standard pos~Uon for the measurement of stature 
In addmon, ~t is commonly stated that precision ~s greater for recumbent length than for stature 
from 2 to 3 years Th~s ~s not the case m the Fels Study (Roche and Guo, unpubhshed data, 
Appenchx J) Th~s possible change m the age ranges for the charts was not recommended partly 
because it would be difficult to educate users as to the need to measure recumbent length to 3 
years and chfficulues would result because stature has been measured from 2 to 3 years m many 
surveys. 
The posltave correlauons between weight and stature make ~t desirable to adjust weight 
for stature, these adjustments assist the interpretation of weight data The NCHS charts prowde 
weight-for-recumbent length reference data (btrth to 3 years) and weight-for-stature reference 
data (prepubescence) The dlstnbuttons of these variables are, for all pracucal purposes, age- 
independent unul pubescence which is a s~gmficant advantage especmlly for public health 
workers and epldem~olog~sts m lesser developed countries where age may not be known Many 
have expressed d~ssaUsfactlon w~th the restnctaon of weight-for-stature m the NCHS charts to 
the prepubescent penod which, using attained stature as a surrogate for the commencement of 
pubescence, was terminated at statures of 146 cm for boys and 137 cm for gtrls Weight-for- 
stature reference data could be prowded for pubescent children but the chstnbuuons would differ 
with age. Consequently, age-specific charts would be requtred making chnlcal use lmpraclacal 
The lower hm~t of the NCHS weight-for-stature charts is at 90 cm for stature which also causes 
a problem Few children w~th shorter statures than 90 cm were measured standing m NCHS 
surveys but there are many such children m lesser developed countnes The weight-for-stature 
reference data could be extended to shorter statures by using data for chddren aged 2 to 3 years 
m NHANES III and adjusting recumbent lengths to statures NCHS could develop charts or 
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tables to assist those who need to assess weight m relauon to stature m chddren whose 
btrthdates are unknown. These charts and tables would not be recommended for general use 
It is r e c o m m e n d e d  that  the var iables  and  age  ranges  be the s a m e  as in 
the NCI-IS char ts  except for the substi tut ion of Body M a s s  I n d e x  (BMI; 
w e i g h t / s t a t u r e  z) for weight-for-s tature  from 2 to 18 years. Weight-for  
recumbent  length should be reta ined from bir th  to 3 years. 
A large hterature relates BMI values to risk of d~sease and mortahty rates m adults and 
BMI values track from chddhood to adulthood (Guo et al., under review) The distributions 
of BMI could be provided m one chart for each gender (2 to 18 years). BMI is more lughly 
correlated w~th body fatness than other common weight-stature m&ces and these relataonsh~ps 
are not reduced m pubescence (Womersley and Durnm, 1977, Roche et al,  1981, Rolland- 
Cachera et al ,  1982) Nevertheless, the correlanons between BMI and body fatness are only 
low to moderate and the levels of these correlations vary depenchng on whether the group Is 
lean or obese (Wellens, unpubhshed data) Relatwe weight was considered m place of BMI 
but was not recommended because ~t is influenced by the choice of reference data and 
therefore is less useful for group comparisons A value for BMI of 20 kg/m 2 has a meaning 
inherent m the value, a relatave weight of 115 must be judged by reference to the data base 
from which ~t was calculated 
It w a s  r e c o m m e n d e d  that  tables but  not char ts  be developed, using 
NHANES III  data,  for the available an thropomet r ic  var iables  used  clinically 
a n d  in nutr i t ion  moni tor ing and screening. The most impor tant  of these  are 
si t t ing height /s ta ture ,  skinfold thicknesses,  waist-hip ratio, a rm muscle area 
and  wrist  breadth.  The smoothed tabular data for these variables for the total NHANES 
III sample and for major ethmc groups should be pubhshed and software to fac~htate their use 
should be developed. The smoothed and unsmoothed data should be avadable electromcally 
or m an NCHS pubhcalaon Tabular data for head ctrcumference to 7 years should be 
pubhshed 
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It was suggested that the distnbuuon of bmhwe~ghts be added to the infant charts m 
tMs format" 
g 1500 2500 3000 3500 4000 
percentiles 3 10 50 75 95 
It is not clear what purpose would be served gaven that the nauonal buahwelght percentiles 
will be displayed on the revised charts as the left hand ends of the percentile hnes 
It was recommended  that NHANES III data not be used to develop sets 
of values that would adjust  for parental  statures when the statures of chi ldren 
are evaluated. This was not recommended because the sample of triads or larger groups 
(two parents to obtain rind-parent stature and one or more children) within households m 
NHANES HI would be too small Furthermore, satasfactory data have been pubhshed 
(Appendix K, Hlmes et al,  1981). 
12. TiminE of oubescence  
Children differ m growth status dependent on maturity status Therefore, the NCHS 
charts, while suitable for group comparisons, may lead to errors in the clasmficatlon of 
individuals because maturity is not taken into account. Particularly dunng pubescence, 
maturity status must be considered for accurate assessments of the growth status of 
individuals or populations Common clinical condiuons for which factors that adjust for 
maturity level could be useful include slowly maturing boys who decrease in percentile levels 
for stature dunng the usual age range for pubescence and early matunng garls who gain m 
percentile levels for stature and weight prior to the usual ume of pubescence 
Physical maturataon includes a group of somewhat independent physiological 
processes Consequently, decisions are needed about the selection of maturatlonal variables 
Furthermore, maturational data will not always be avadable, particularly for health workers m 
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lesser developed countries The major ln&ces of matunty are menarche and the development 
of secondary sexual charactensucs, although the grading of secondary sexual characteristics 
may lack precision Skeletal age data are not available for the US population from 
assessments made by an accepted method The assessment of skeletal age revolves radmuon, 
and few are trained to make precxse assessments 
It was r e c o m m e n d e d  that matur i ty - spec i f i c  charts  not be developed,  but 
prevalence data for maturity  status be added to the charts.  The NHANES III 
sample would not be large enough to provide outlying percentdes for rapidly and slowly 
matunng chddren, but the sample could be increased by the adchtlon of data from other NCHS 
surveys. There are problems m the apphcauon and interpretation of such data due to the 
occurrence of different stages for gemtaha, breast and pubic hair within mchvlduals and 
possible interactions that may make ~t difficult to develop s~mple adjustment factors Charts 
for pre-menarcheal and post-menarcheal gtrls could be prowded but only for a very narrow 
age range (about 11 to 14 years) 
An alternative ~s to prowde adjustment factors that would compensate for unusual rates 
of maturauon Such factors have been calculated using NHES cycle III data (Appen&x L, 
Wdson et al, 1987) The factors reported by Wilson have not been apphed widely perhaps 
because this approach reqmres an invasion of privacy and assessments of secondary sexual 
charactensucs may not be precise The adjustment factors that rrught be developed from NCHS 
data to adjust for maturity would be complex Probably they would vary wxth gender, age, 
percentale level and the maturity index chosen The extent of the expected complexity is shown 
by an extract of adjustment factors for stature dependent on parental stature (Appen&x K) 
The chstnbutlons of ages at which menarche and stages of secondary sexual 
charactenst~cs are reached m the NHANES III sample could be added to the revised NCHS 
charts An example of such an addmon is gwen m Appendix M, as a grade to format Some 
considered the stages should be restricted to breast m g~ds and pubic hmr m boys because the 
staging of these ~s sa~d to be more precise Furthermore, age at peak height velocity is more 
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closely related to the development of pubic hair Stage 2 m boys and breast Stage 2 m garls 
than to other stages of pubic hair or breast development or to grades of other aspects of 
secondary sexual development (Marshall and Tanner, 1969, 1970) It ~s important for NCHS 
to include prevalence data for maturity status m the revised charts before this is done by others 
who may choose inappropriate criteria The relauonsh~ps of all avadable matunty mchces to 
growth status using NHANES HI data should be deternuned before a choice is made. 
It was  r e c o m m e n d e d  that factors to adjust  s tature for maturi ty  status 
should  be ca lculated  from N H A N E S  III data and cons idered for publ icat ion 
but they should  not be inc luded in the NCHS revised charts.  
13. Smoothing, n roeedures .  
The topic "smoothing procedures," in this context, relates to smoothing empmcal 
percentales across age. These empLrlcal percentiles are typically obtained at each 6 months of 
age. The purpose of smoothing is to reduce the irregularity of the percentile levels by utahzmg 
mformauon from nearby ages when estamatmg values for a particular age Smoothing 
~mproves the esthetic qualities of the curves but, more Importantly, ~t increases their sens~tlvlty 
and specificity for the identificauon of children with unusual growth status or unusual changes 
m growth status It is necessary to ensure that the smoothed curves are biologically 
acceptable. Consequently, the patterns of change m the smoothed percentde levels should be 
compared with those m recent pubhcat~ons that show percenule levels derived from serial data 
to which non-parametric models were fitted, e g ,  Prader et al (1989). At the upper end of 
the age range, smoothing may require the use of data at ages older than 18 years Truncating 
the chstnbutaons of sample weights and esumatlng at target ages wxthln age intervals wall assist 
smoothing. 
The smoothing methods considered at the Workshop can be grouped into six 
categories' (1) polynomials, (n) running medians, (m) weighted least squares, (iv) sphnes, (v) 
the combined method of Healy et al (1988), and (v~) the LMS method that employs 
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smoothed values for the coefficient of a Box-Cox transformation (L), the medians (M), and 
the coefficients of vanauon (S) These methods are described briefly m Appendix Q 
It was recommended that  mathematical /s tat is t ical  procedures be used to 
smooth the empirical  percentiles taking account of the pat terns  of growth in 
individual  chi ldren.  These, and all other  procedures applied in the revision, 
should  be publ ished.  
14. Dis t r ibut ion  of revised charts .  
At present, pharmaceutical compames distribute 12,000,000 NCHS charts annually 
but this dlstnbuuon may be curtailed by major changes m the US health care system It w~ll 
be important to chstrlbute the revised NCHS charts w~dely soon after they are available so that 
they wdl quickly replace the current NCHS charts The avaflabdity of software is important 
for the widespread use of the revised NCHS charts The development of this software will be 
time-consuming and mechamsms will be needed for its support and chstnbutlon 
It was recommended that  software programs be prepared  that  will allow 
public heal th depar tments  and others to produce copies of the NCHS revised 
charts ,  perhaps  through an electronic distr ibut ion system similar  to the 
W O N D E R  system at CDC, and that  other  user-fr iendly software be developed 
to allow interactive use of the smoothed data. These copies would probably be black- 
and-white versions and be similar in appearance to the photocopy of a Ross Laboratories 
format NCHS chart shown m Appendix N Although less attractive visually, these would be 
effective if colored pencils or markers were used to record the measurements It IS recogmzed 
that this dlstnbulaon mechanism would not meet all needs, e g ,  physlcmns offices 
15. Guidel ines for use and in terpre ta t ion  of the revised NCHS charts. 
It was recommended that  the revised charts  be accompanied by 
interpretive guidelines. The original NCHS charts included brief guidelines related to 
measurement and recorchng procedures and interpretation (Appenchx H) Other guldehnes 
from the Mactugan Department of Pubhc Health are included m Appenchx O. The 
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recommended gmdehnes should be prepared taking account of the several purposes that the 
revised NCHS charts will be expected to serve These are (1) to evaluate growth m 
mdw~duals for screening and to momtor the effects of intervention, (n) to compare groups, 
and (m) for triage m emergencies to target mtervenuons 
There was concern lest the gmdehnes become voluminous. Different versions may be 
needed for those who assess ln&vlduals (physicians and other health care professionals) and 
those who assess groups by unhzmg tabular data (pubhc health workers, epldemlologlsts) It 
may be possible to pubhsh the gmdehnes m an issue of the CDC Morblchty and Mortahty 
Weekly Reports and/or to provide an abstract of the guldehnes on a wall chart 
The topics suggested for inclusion include 
- selecuon of charts (there are charts for some specific daseases and for low 
bLrthwelght infants) 
- methods of measurement (instruments, procedures) with emphasis on the desirabdsty 
of measunng recumbent length instead of stature between 2 and 3 years, numerical differences 
between recumbent length and stature 
- method of plotung 
- how to obtain body mass index 
- lnterpretataon of percentile levels including the chfference between a reference and a 
standard, the revised NCHS charts wall not allow the chagnos~s of chseases or abnormahtles, 
the percenules for weight may not match desirable levels, the concept of traclong and its 
apphcabdlty 
- interpretataon of changes m percentde levels, parucularly dunng pubescence, with 
the note that the rewsed NCHS charts wall be less sensmve for momtonng growth rates than 
increment charts (Guo et al., 1988, 1991, Roche et al, 1989b, Roche and Hlmes, 1980) 
Changes m percentde levels are not necessarily due to pathologacal conchuons 
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- mterpretauon of body mass index m relation to (1) slmng height/stature, (11) increases 
dunng pubescence that are hkely to be due to fat-free mass m boys and fat m g~rls, (ni) tracking 
and, 0v) assoclauons with nsk. 
- the influence of  maturauonal status on growth status, overweight m pubescent girls 
may be due to rapid maturauon. Slow mamrauon (consututlonal delay) is common m teenage 
boys and is assocmted with slow growth and often with psychosoclal distress 
- differences m growth assocmted with blnhwelght, breast feeding, ethmclty, panty, 
soc~oeconomlc status, altitude, tobacco use, and parental s~ze. It was stated that parental 
stature adjustments are for fan'ullal effects that are not necessanly geneuc and ~t was stated that 
these adjustments may not be apphcable to the poor This appears unlikely since parent-child 
correlauons are slrmlar in many populauon groups (Mueller, 1976). 
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE S!7Y-S FOR NCHS/CDC CHARTS (1977) BASED ON DATA FOR WEIGHT 
BIRTH TO 3 YEARS (FELS DATA) 
Ages ,, Males Females 
Birth 156 142 
1 mouth 274 251 
3 months 438 426 
6 months 425 409 
9 months 365 347 
1 year 374 335 
1 1P- years 472 463 
2 years 425 410 
2 1/2 years 392 383 
3 years 364 357 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SAMPLE SIZES FOR NCHS/CDC CHARTS (1977) BASED ON DATA FOR WEIGHT 2-18 
YEARS (NHES CYCLES II AND III, N H A N E S  I COMBINED)  
ARe m. years .................. Males Females 
v 
2 75 to 3 25 147 110 
3 25 to 3 75 146 149 
3 75 to 4 25 152 135 
4 25 to 4 75 162 145 
4 75 to 5 25 135 146 
5 25 to 5 75 146 154 
5 75 to 6 25 126 141 
6 25 to 6 75 375 359 
6 75 to 7 25 383 398 
7 25 to 7 75 411 376 
7 75 to 8 25 375 394 
8 25 to 8 75 38i  403 
8 75 to 9 25 386 377 
9 25 to 9 75 392 358 
9 75 to 10 25 393 407 
10 25 to 10 75 386 378 
10 75 to 11 25 373 351 
11 25 to 11 75 387 321 
11 75 to 12 25 90 102 
12 25 to 12 75 447 375 
12 75 to 13 25 435 400 
(Data corrected November  1999) 
Page B-2 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SAMPLE SIZES FOR NCHS/CDC CHARTS (1977) BASED ON DATA FOR WEIGHT 2-18 
YEARS (NHES CYCLES II AND HI, N-HANES I COMBINED) 
Age m years Males Females 
13 25 to 13 75 414 397 
13 75 to 14 25 362 388 
14 25 to 14 75 412 371 
14 75 to 15 25 411 362 
15 25 to 15 75 394 339 
15 75 to 16 25 362 358 
16 25 to 16 75 336 320 
16 75 to 17 25 357 377 
17 25 to 17 75 326 299 
17 7.5 to 18 25 63 72 
Page B-3 
(Data corrected November 1999) 
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~age C-I 
APPLNDIX C (continued) 
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APP-.~DIX C (continued) 
NATIONAL KEALTK AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEYS 
SAMPLE SIZZS 
Black Males 
The sample szzes for Blackmales and females 
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RANGES OF AGES AT WHICH VARIABLES OF kNTEREST WERE .'MEASURED 
IN SELECTED DATA SETS 
Fels $rudy 
W, ILL, HC 0-i8 years 
S 2-18 years 
NI-IES II & III 
W, S 6-I8 years 
W. 1-18 years 
S 2-18 years 
ILL. 1-2 years 
HC 1-7 years 
NHA,x~S II AND HI-/ANES 
W 6 too-18 years 
ILL 6-mo-3 years 
S 2-18 years 
HC. 6 too-7 years 
W 3 too-18 years 
ILL. 3 too-3 years 
S. 2-I8 years 
HC: 3 me-7 years 
W = weight; RL = recumbent Ieng-th, S = stature and HC = head c'a'cnmference 
Pa~ D 
APPENDIX E 
Mean +_ 2 s.d. for perc=n~es .From rcped=v¢ random samphng of BMI dam for boys aged 9 years 
(N'HAHES I, Guo, unpubhshed data) 
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APPENDIX F 
S¢cuIar changes m BM~I for Mcxzcan Amencans m BrownsvdIe, TX (darn from Malma ctal ,  1987) 
; i | i i | [ i ] -  • • ~ 
7~. 8+ 9+  10+ 11~  12+  13,,  14~ l S +  1 6 +  17'.. 
AGE, years 
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APP.~DIX H 
Examples of the forma~ of the original NCHS charts, 1976 Male--Age < 36 Months 
N A M E  
SEX 
REC.,,,,- ~ 
B I R T H D A T E  
Date Age Recum Length We,ght Head Czrc 
t 
These personal chart= for uch Jnfan¢ were constructed by 
The Nat=onal Center for Healm Stal~sUcs, U S Public Health 
Servmce, usmng data from the Fels Research lnstltute, Yellow 
Springs, Ohio. These data are appropnam for the general Umted 
States populaTJon Thetr use wdt dmrect attantmn to unusual 
body smze that may be due ¢o disease or poor nutntmn. 
MEASUREMENTS. These should be made w=th m,n=mal 
indoor clothing and without shoes. Two people are needed to 
measure recumbent leng~. For we ,~ t  a beam scale should be 
used ,f possmble. 
To record a measurement, make a mark wroth a pencil. 8e 
careful to placJ each mark for welg~tt, leng~ and head c=rcum- 
ference vemcaily above the age and at the horizontal level of 
me measurement. Marks for we=ght/length are placed vemcally 
above the observed length and at the same level as me wmcjnt. 
When the =nfant =s measured again, jomn the marks by s'cai~t 
hnes. 
INTERPRETATION: Many factors influence growth. 
Therefore, grow~ data cannot be used alone to diagnose 
disease but tttey allow the Ldenuficat]on of some unusual 
=nfants. 
E~Ich chart ¢on~lns a sene~ of curved ITnes ~hat show per- 
centdes These refer to the rank of a measure in a gmut~ of 100. 
Thus, when a mark [s on t~e 95th percenule hne for Wel~lt It 
means that only 5 infattts among 100 of the corresponding age 
and sex have we=~ts greater than recorded 
Inspect the most recent set of marks. If any are pamcularly 
hsgh or low, for example, above the 9 0 ~  percentile or below 
the 10~ percenule, you may want to refer the mnfant to a 
phy~c:an. Compare the recent set of marks w~th earlier sets for 
~e  same infant. If the infant has changed rap=dly =n perc~nl~le 
levels, you may ~rant to refer h=m to a physmclan. Reload changes 
are less likely to be ~gn=fmcant when they o ~ J r  wmthm the range 


















~p£e~zx o (about 1977) 
Guidel~nes from Michigan Department of Public Health in regard to the use of 
NCHS/CDC charts 
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES 
FOR 
HEIGHT, WEIGHT, HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE 
MEASUREME.~TS I LENGTH/STATURE I 
Birth to Two Years 
Chlldren from blrth to two years should have helght measured as length 
(recumbent-heel-to-crown) and recorded on the approprlate growth chart. 
Before plotting the measurement on the growth chart, i t  should be adjusted 
to the nearest one-fourth (I/4) Inch. 
Taking re.cumbent length requires two persons--one to hold the Infant's head 
in contact wlth the flxed headboard and another to stralghten the knees and 
flex the Infant's foot agalnst the movable end. The length is determined 
after locklng the Infantometer In place. 
Two Years and Older 
Children two years and older should have stature/height taken w~thout shoes 
and measured by a steel tape fixed to a true vertlcal f lat  s u r ~ l l .  The 
child should stand wlth heels together, back straignt, and s~nulHers .touchjna 
the wall. A plane should be brought to the crown of the head and the measure- 
ment recorded on the approoriate growth chart. Before plottlng the measure- 
ment on the growth chart, ~t should be adjusted to the nearest one-half (I/2) 
1 n c n .  
P1ottlng the Results 
B~rth to Two Years 
LENGTH should be plotted at I/~ INCH intervals. 
I/8" 
2/8" 
3/8 through 5/8" 
6/8" 
7/8" 
1/16 through 2/16" 
3/I 6 through 5/16" 
6/16 through I0/16" 
ll/16 through 13/16" 
14/16 through 15/16" 
drop 
plot as I/4 ~nch 
plot as I/2 Inch 
plot as 3/4 inch 
plot as next hlgher inch 
drop 
plot as I/4 inch 
plot as I/2 inch 
plot as 3/4 Inch 
plot as next hlgher inch 
Two Years and Older 
STATURE should be plotted at I/2 INCH intervals. 
1/16 through 5/Ib" drop 
6/16 through lO/16" plot as I/2 inch 
ll/16 through 15/16" olot a~ next higher ~nch 
Page 0-! 
MEASUREMENTS (continued) WEIGHT ] 
B~rth to Two Years 
Chlldren from blrth to two years of age should be welghed 
wlthout clothing or diaper. They should be weighed on an 
infant beam or balance scale wh~le lylng or s l t t ing.  The 
actual welght should be recorded on the approprlate growth 
chart. 
Before plottlng the measurement on the growth chart, ~t 
should be ad3usted to the nearest one-fourth (I/4) pound. 
Two Years and Older 
Chlldren age two and older should be weighed wlthout shoes and 
wearlng only l lght indoor clothing. They should be weighed 
on an adult balance scale and the measurement recorded on the 
approprlate growth chart. 
Record measurement on the growth chart to the nearest one- 
fourth (I/4) pound. Before plotting the measurement It should 
be ad3usted to the nearest even number of pounds. 
Recording the Results 
WEIGHT to be recorded at I/4 POUND intervals. 
From I to 2 ounces 
From 3 to 5 ounces 
From 6 to 10 ounces 
From II to 13 ounces 
From 14 to 16 ounces 
drop 
record as I14 pound 
record as 1/2 pound 
record as 3/4 pound 
record as next hlgher pound 
Page 0-2 
APPENDIX 0 (cont.~nued) 
Plottlng the Results 
Birth to Two Years 
Wel ght-For-Age Chart 
I WE, IGHT contlnued I 
WEIGHT shall be plotted at I/2 POUND Intervals. 
From l to 5 ounces drop 
From 6 to lO ounces plot as I/2 pound 
From I I to 15 ounces plot as next h~gher pound 
Weight-For-Length Chart. 
WEIGHT should be plotted at I/2 POUND intervals. 
LENGTH should be plotted at I/4 INCH intervals. 
Two Years and Olde~ 
Wet ght-For-Age Chart" 
! 
WEIGHT should be plotted in FVEN NUMBERED POUNDS. 
Between 1 and 3 pounds 
Be~een 3 and 5 pounds 
Between 5 and 7 pounds 
Between 7 and 9 pounds 
Between g and I I pounds 
round to 2 pounds 
round to 4 pounds 
round to 6 pounds 
round to 8 pounds 
round to lO oounds 
Wel ght-For-Stature Chart : 
WEIGHT should be plotted at ONE (1) POUND Intervals. 
Up to and includlng I/2 pound drop 
Over I/2 pound plot as the next hlgher pound 
LENGTH should be plotted at I/2 INCH intervals. 
Accuracy 
The beam scale must be "zeroed In" dally. I f  chlldren are actlve 
on the scale, "zero in" frequently. "Zero In" Is the procedure 
of checklng to see that the scale Is ~n balance. Consult 
manufacturer' s dl rectl ons. 
All scales should be re-calCbrated by manufacturer at least 2 
or 3 tlmes per year. In M1chlgan, the Michlgan Department of 
Agriculture, Welghts and Measure Sectlon, can test the scale 
for accuracy. 
.=age 0-3 
MEASUREMENTS (contlnued) [ HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE } 
Birth to Two Years 
A11 chlldren from blrth to 24 months of age should have thelr head 
c~rcumference measured A f lexlble steel tape or Ind~v~dual 
dlsposable paper tape ~s f lrmly applled to the head above the 
eyebrows and around the most promlnent portlon of the head 
The measurement Is recorded and plotted to the nearest one-fourth 
(I /4) ~nch 
Plottlng ,the Results 
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE should be plotted at I/4 INCH Intervals. 
8 ~radatlons per Inch 
I18 " 
218 i, 




plot as I/4 inch 
plot as I/2 inch 
plot as 3/4 inch 
plot as next hlgher Inch 
16 gradatlons per Inch 
1/16 through 2/16" 
3/16 through 5/16" 
6/16 through lO/16" 
l l /16 through 13/16" 
14/16 through 15/16" 
drop 
plot as I/¢ Inch 
plot as I/2 inch 
plot as 3/4 inch 
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CALCULATING THE CHILD'S AGE 
1. Ask the blrthdate of the chlld. 
2 Uslng the foIlowlng formula, obtaln the age of the chlld 
Date of test m~nus blrthdate equals the age of the chl ld 
3. Start calculatlon on the r~ght of the paper, f~gurlng days, 
then months, and then years. For example 
Yea r Mort th Day 
Date of Tes: 70 7 15 
B1rthdate - 68 - 3 - I0 
Age of Chl]d 2 4 5 
Thls child is 2 years, 4 months, and 5 days of age. 
When I t  becomes necessary to "borrow" In the subtractlon, make 
certaln 30 days are borrowed from the month column and 12 
months are borrowed from the year column, as In the followlng 
example" 
Date of Test 
Bi rthdate 
Age of Chlld 
Yea r Month Day 
69 18 45 
"6--7- 
- 6 8  - I 0  - 28 
l 8 17 
Step l Subtract 30 days (l month) from 7 months to 
make 6 months and 45 days (30 + 15). 
Step 2. Subtract 28 days from 45 days = 17. 
Step 3. Subtract 12 months (l year) from 70 to make 
18 months (7 - I = 6 and 6 + 12 = 18). 
Step 4. Subtract lO months from 18 months = 8. 
Step 5. Subtract 68 from 69 = I (70 - l = 69) 
The chlld Is, therefore, l year, 8 months, and 17 days of age. 
Age calculation Is an area where many errors are often made. Check 
your calculatlon carefully. 
~age 0-6 
APPENDIX 0 (continued) 
DETERMINING CHILD'S AGE FOR PLOTTING MEASUREMENTS 
B~rth to Two Years 
The NCHS growth chart age is dlvlded Into'one ~onth intervals. 
After calculatlng the age of the child, age Is then rounded to 
the nearest month. For example a chlld who is older than l 
month and 15 days, but not older than 2 months 15 days Is 
assigned the age of 2 months. 
Therefore, a child who ~s l year, B months, and 17 days of age 
is asslgned the age of l year and 9 months or 21 months. 
Two Years and Older 
The NCHS growth chart age Is dlv~ded ~nto 6 month Intervals. 
Due to the l~mitatlons of the growth chart and for plottlng 
measurzments data, It w111 be necessary to round the age to the 
nearest one-half (I/2) year. For example: 
l through 2 I/2 months 
2 I/2 through 7 I/2 months 
7 i/2 through 12 months 
drop 
plot as 6 months 
plot as next hlgher year 
Therefore, a child who is 3 years, 6 months, and 20 days of age 
Is assigned the age of 3 years and 7 months. 
For plottlng purposes, the asslgned age 3 years and 6 months. 
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APPENDIX P 
US Stuches of Infant Growth 
a. National data for bu-thwelghts These are available from NCHS Natahty Surveys 
and are based on btrth certificates and measurements m hospltals These nauonal data could 
be used to anchor the curves for weight at btrth, the other variables could be adjusted up to 3 
years for the nauortal dasmbuuon of btrthwe2ghts. Alternat~vely, NCHS could obtain 
bu-r.hweights from burth cermScates for NHANES 17I subjects but it has neither funding nor 
agency alrprovaI for th~s. There is concern about the accuracy of other measurements 
(reeunabent length, head ea~umference) oft hrth certtficates. 
b. Iowa Growtl'LStudles (Guo et al ,  I991) These are seraal data for 1142 normal 
white infants (~,14 breast-fed, 728 formula-fed) born at term wath btrthwelghts of 2500 g or 
more and measured by a group led by Fomon They were born between 1965 and I987 and 
were measured at 7 ages from 8 days to 112 days Quahty control was good. 
c. Fels Lon_mtudanal Study (Ham11i et al., 1977, Roche, 1992). Data have been added 
since I977 These serial data are from white infants measured at btrth, 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 
months and then at 6-month intervals. Quahty control was good. [E C. The original I977 
data base has been lost If a deczston Ls made to use these data, a up-to.date file should be 
con$177,tc~d]. 
d. Ross Nataonal Survey CRyan and Martmez, I987). In this cross-sectaonal study, 
d~m were collected from 1,100 infants aged 7 to 13 months (746 white, 354 Black) who were 
selected by mulu-stage sampling to be nauonally representattve All the infants were born at 
term and weighed 2500 g or more at bath Quahty control was good. 
e. Darhng Study (Dewey et al., 1992) Thas was a small study to compare growth and 
health m breast-fed and formula-fed infants. They enrolled 144 at bunla of whom 80 remained 
m the study at I8 months These infants were measured monthly from bunla to 18 months. 
The group was 87% white (non-I-Ltspanle). Data quality was not documented. ['E C These 
I ' -I  
Appemlzx P (contLnu&~) 
data may be useful zn developing the mterpreave notes (see Secno, 15) but would not be 
useful m remszng the NCHS charts]. 
e Berkeley Growth SEIdy (Bayley and Davis, I935) ['E C These are serial data for 
61 m/ants measured m the early 1930s wtth good quahty control The measurements were 
made at one-month intervals from 1 to 12 months, and at 15 and 18 months and then each 6 
months to 3 years ] These could be used to rephcate patterns of growth for mdivadual infants 
derived from Fels data. 
f. Kaiser Permanente Study (Wmgerd et al, 1971). ['E. C.: These authors reported 
serial data from more than 15,000 infants from birth to 2 years for whom there were 105,642 
examtnanons The sample was rmddle class (60% wtute, 23% Black) and enrolled m a 
prepaut medtcal care program. Evutence of qualuy control was not reported and the data for 
recumbent length and stature were combined The reported tabular data could be useful for 
ethn~ compar~ons ] 
g. ¢~al.q.agg...¢~l (Brans et aI.(unpublished) ['E. C. These authors analyzed data from 
2024 wlute infants who were healthy and born at term wtth blrthwezghts of 2,000 g or more 
The data were collected at pnvate pedunnc chmcs m the Clucago area. The infants were 
measured monthly from I through 12 months but there was a t~ twn (about 30%) and there are 
fewer data points at 3, 5, 7, 8, 10 and 11 months than at other ages There were data for 
Black infants but due to lugh attrition and quesaonable data qualuy these tnfants were 
excluded. There are also some data for Htsparac Americans (total of Blacks and Hupamc 
Americans = 550). The data quality ts fa~r ] 
h. New York datg ff)omeraace, 1979). Pomerance reported data from 3995 infants, 




Selected Smoothing Methods 
(i) Fitting p~)l)morm,~Is is the cl~s;c.~l proccdm'e ('or smoo~mg curves Thls 
procedure Is m.fle.'able since a mathemaucal funcuon is imposed on the empmcal curve and the 
behavlor of the smoothed values m a small r e ,on  determines the properaes of the curve 
Commonly polynommls perform poorly ff the dam are spaced ttmgula.rly m relauon to age but 
they allow the derlvanon of variables, such as age at mflcxaon. 
('n) Runmng medians of 3 begins by (a) consldcrmg sets of three successave 
observauons, Le., I to 3, 2 to 4, (b) taking the mechan of each set, and (c) repeating the 
procedure unnI there ts no further change m the mcchans. Thas method uses only ordinal 
m_formanon (running medians of three), it has an end-value smoothing component, and it Is 
rather resstant to ou~ers Ci'ukey, 1977). 
('fia) Wcaghted least square methods mclude kernel esttmauon wbach calculates 
welghtcd averages of the observaaons (Guo et al, 1990) The wcaghts are obtained from 
mtcgranort of a prcspec'~ed kernel funcuon wathm an interval of adjacent nines at 
measurements (band wadth). Tl~s interval ~s determined by a smoothing paramer~-r that ts 
posaavely related to the smoothness of the fitted curve. Values near the age for whach the 
esttmam Is reqmred receive a larger weight. 
(iv) A cublc splme funcnon is a plccewasc 3rd degree polynomml. Tins flexable 
procedta~ begins by (a) davading the X a.xas into intervals and endpomts 0oaots), (b) 
expressmg the smoothed cubic spline funcuon as a regressaon funcuon, for example, a three- 
knot Rmcaon 
3 k 3 
S(x) = Z l)0jxJ + Z Z 130.~x- tj~. 
j=O t=l "~ j=O 
w h ~  ~,j = 0 for ~=1 .... ~ .  j = O, 1, 2, and {u~. = u 3 f f  u > O. 0 oth~r~se,  13~j can 
esnmated using ordinary least squares, and (c) esmnatmg the parameters by least squares 
Tlus esmnatzon can be very difficult. The locauons and the ntrrnber of knots depend on the 
Q-l 
Ai~pend.tx Q (cont:~.nued) 
ntn-nbcr of data points (ages) and the shapes of the curves. With fixed-knot cublc sphnes, the 
number and Iocauon of knots are determined by mspecuon of the unsmoothed curve The 
final curve Is very sensluve to knot placement. Fixed-knot cublc splmes produce smooth 
curves and behavlor in a small region does not detenmnc behavlor everywhere (flexlble) A 
procedure has been developed to deal vnth the endpomm. 
(v) The combined method o~ Heaiy ctal. (1988) c~cuiatcs age-related pe~enales and 
smoothes them. Them arc several steps. Step I for example, the fu'st 10% of the 
obscrvanons are selected, rcg~ssed on age and the remduals calculated. Thes(~ reszduals a~ 
sormd m an ascending order and then" pcrcenules obtained. These percenules of residuals ar~ 
plo~.,d against k+2 .... unnl all data have been covered. Step 2. the percennles from Stop i are 
smoothed using polynommls. Stop 3 the coc~clents of each specu~c tcrrn from Step 2 (ke., 
mm~epr., Ime~ term,...) for all the pe:cenales ~ fiacd by a polynomml funcuon of Z~, where 
Zl is a standard normal dew.ate con'espondmg to each percennle, I.e., for 50th pcrcenRIe, Z1 = 
0, for g7th percenule, Zl= 1 88 Th.ts step assumes ncn'mahry m the dam and the results are 
vulnerable to oudymg obscrvanons The tmplcmenmnon m computation-intensive. The 
cocf~c~enm from Step 2 are corrclar~i but thus ks not taken into account. 
(v~) The I.,MS me'hod ~s appropnam 2f the dam arc not normally dismbumd (Cole, 
1988, 1990; Cole and Green, 1992) Th~ method nonnahzes the dam at each age and 
smooches the pcrcennlcs across age. Them arc several steps. Smp I: the dam are separated 
mm age groups and then n'ans'formcd by the Box-Cox met.hod to esumat.c L and then esumam 
M., and S for each age group, where L is the pammem" of a Box-Cox tr~nct'ormanon, M us the 
median, and S m the coc~ent of vmadon. Step 2: the L, M, and S curves are smoothed 
separably across age employing sphne funcaons. Step 3" Ixn'cen~les are esmnatr, d from 
normal Z scorns. Tins approach assumes the dam a.~ log normally &smbutcd after the Box- 
Cox ~"ansformauons. The diwsion of dam into age groups zs somewhat arbzu'a..-y and the 
degree of smoothness in Stop 2 m subjecnve and may be bmscd due to a lack oflmor 
information on the bchawor of L. Infom~t~on ~ not obtained about the goodness of fir. 
Q-2 
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All these methods g~ve equal value to each data point (empmcal esttmato at an age) 
de, s'pLto vamt~ons m sample ~zes Sample size vananons could be taken mto account m 
keTnel esnmanon by adding a sample wezght to the kernel funcuon and using a weighted least 
squares approach With any method, the data should not be over smoothed, after smoothing, 
the residuals should be shghtly greater than the measurement errors. In developing smoothed 
pe~centde levels for BMI, the unsmoothed weighted data for weight and stature should be 
used and the empmcal BMI pcrcennles should be smoothed later 
Smoothing procedures can bc cross-vahdatcd by applying the PRESS procedure 
(prcchcw.d sum of squares of mslduals; Wahba and Wold, 197S). In the PRESS 
procedure, one point (a pcrcenule level at an age) is ommcd at a m'ne and the remaining 
points arc smoothed. The on:nttcd point ts prechcmd fzom the smoothed curve and the 
remdual (error) Is obtamcck The method with the smallest PRESS statlstlc zs chosen. 
Truncanng the sample wclghts will assist  smoothing 
